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Pathways towards ferroelectricity in hafnia
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The question of whether one can systematically identify (previously unknown) ferroelectric phases of a given
material is addressed, taking hafnia (HfO2 ) as an example. Low free energy phases at various pressures and
temperatures are identified using a first-principles based structure search algorithm. Ferroelectric phases are then
recognized by exploiting group theoretical principles for the symmetry-allowed displacive transitions between
nonpolar and polar phases. Two orthorhombic polar phases occurring in space groups P ca21 and P mn21 are
singled out as the most viable ferroelectric phases of hafnia, as they display low free energies (relative to
known nonpolar phases), and substantial switchable spontaneous electric polarization. These results provide
an explanation for the recently observed surprising ferroelectric behavior of hafnia, and reveal pathways for
stabilizing ferroelectric phases of hafnia as well as other compounds.
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Commonly known structural phases of hafnia (HfO2 ) are
centrosymmetric, and thus nonpolar. Hence recent observations of ferroelectric behavior of hafnia thin films (when
doped with Si, Zr, Y, Al, or Gd) [1–7] are rather surprising
as ferroelectricity requires the presence of switchable spontaneous electrical polarization. The emergence of nonpolar
hafnia—as a linear high dielectric constant (or high-κ)
successor to SiO2 —for use in modern electronic devices (e.g.,
field-effect transistors) is now well established [8,9]. If the
origins of this unexpected ferroelectricity can be understood
and appropriately harnessed, hafnia-based materials may find
applications in nonvolatile memories and ferroelectric field
effect transistors as well.
A broader question that arises within this context, and also
the one that will be addressed directly in this contribution, is
whether one can systematically identify ferroelectric phases
of a given material system. We show that this can indeed be
accomplished and ascertained, for the example of hafnia, in
two steps. First, a computation-based structure search method,
e.g., the minima-hopping method [10–12], is used to identify
low-energy phases at various pressures and temperatures.
Then, ferroelectric phases are singled out by applying the
group theoretical symmetry reduction principles, established
by Shuvalov for ferroelectricity [13]. These principles allow for the systematic identification of all possible lower
symmetry proper ferroelectric phases that can result from
higher-symmetry nonpolar prototype (parent) phases.
Using this approach, we find two ferroelectric phases
of hafnia, belonging to the P ca21 and P mn21 orthorhombic space groups, which are close in free energy with
the known nonpolar equilibrium phases of hafnia over a
wide temperature and pressure range. Figure 1(a) displays the
computed equilibrium phase diagram of hafnia indicating the
regimes at which the known nonpolar phases are stable. This
includes the low-temperature low-pressure P 21 /c monoclinic
phase, high-pressure P bca and P nma orthorhombic phases,
and the high-temperature P 42 /nmc tetragonal phase (the
high-temperature F m3m cubic aristotype is not shown).
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These results are consistent with available experimental data
[8,9,14–19]. Figure 1(b) shows the temperature and pressure
regimes [overlaid on the phase diagram of Fig. 1(a)] when
the identified ferroelectric P ca21 and P mn21 orthorhombic
phases are extremely close in free energy (<kB T /5, where kB
is the Boltzmann constant) to the equilibrium nonpolar phases.
The computed spontaneous polarizations of these ferroelectric
phases are substantial, and switchable (at low temperatures)
with small energy barriers (∼10 meV/atom) via the parent
nonpolar P 42 /nmc tetragonal phase. Thus P ca21 and P mn21
are viable ferroelectric phases and may be stabilized under
appropriate experimental conditions (e.g., via strain due to
epitaxy or dopants).
Our density functional theory (DFT) [20,21] calculations
were performed with the ABINIT package [22,23], employing the norm-conserving Hartwigsen-Goedecker-Hutter pseudopotentials [24] and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchangecorrelation energies functional [25]. Highly accurate DFT
energies EDFT were ensured by dense Monkhorst-Pack k-point
meshes [26], and a basis set of plane waves with kinetic
energy up to 1100 eV. Convergence is assumed when the
residual forces and stresses are smaller than 10−3 eV/Å
and 10−5 eV/Å3 , respectively. As given in the Supplemental
Material [27], the lattice parameters obtained by optimizing for
the previously known phases of hafnia agree very well with
experimental data, implying that our computational scheme is
reasonable.
Given that the ferroelectricity was observed [1–7] in
doped hafnia thin films, and that pressure is theoretically
predicted [28] to play an important role in stabilizing the
P ca21 polar phase, we systematically searched for lowenergy structures at pressures up to 30 GPa. In the minimahopping method [10–12], used for our search, the DFT energy
landscape of hafnia is explored by performing consecutive
short molecular-dynamics steps, traveling across local minima,
progressing towards the global minimum. The initial velocities
of the molecular-dynamics trajectories were chosen to lay
approximately along soft mode directions, improving the
efficiency of the method. Local geometry optimizations were
then used to obtain the equilibrium structure. This method
has been successfully applied in the past for various classes
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Computed equilibrium phase diagram
of hafnia and (b) regimes in which F (P ,T ), the free energy
difference between P ca21 and P mn21 phases, and the equilibrium
phases are small, i.e., F (P ,T ) < kB T /5.

of crystalline materials, including inorganic [29–31] and
organometallic [32] compounds.
The structure search procedure led to a large number
of possible hafnia phases. The eleven lowest-energy cases
included six nonpolar and five polar phases. The six nonpolar phases were the previously known P 21 /c monoclinic,
P 42 /nmc tetragonal, P bca and P nma orthorhombic, and
F m3m cubic phases, as well as the recently predicted P 21 /m
monoclinic phase [33]; the five polar phases were the P ca21
and P mn21 orthorhombic, P m and Cc monoclinic, and
the P 1 triclinic phases. Phonon band structure calculations,
performed at zero temperature and various finite pressures up
to 30 GPa using the linear response method [34,35], reveal
that with the two exceptions of F m3m and P 21 /m, the
remaining structures are dynamically stable across the entire
pressure range. The high-temperature F m3m cubic structure is
dynamically unstable within the whole pressure range examined, and the P 21 /m structure is dynamically stable only
below 15 GPa. Above this pressure, the P 21 /m structure
collapses to the P 42 /nmc tetragonal structure (as ascertained
by following the unstable phonon modes). More detailed crystallographic information, simulated x-ray diffraction patterns,
and phonon frequency spectra of the examined structures are
given in the Supplemental Material [27].
From the calculated phonon band structures, free energies
F were computed within the harmonic approximation for
the dynamically stable structures. These are shown in Fig. 2
for four different temperatures across the entire pressure
range considered. As established previously [15,16,18,19],
we found that the P 21 /c, P cba, and P nma phases are
thermodynamically stable below 10 GPa, between 10 GPa
and 20 GPa, and above 20 GPa, respectively. Consistent with
a recent experimental report [36], our additional calculations
reveal that up to 100 GPa, the P nma structure remains the
most stable phase of hafnia. The stabilization of the P 42 /nmc
tetragonal phase is also confirmed in our work. Starting from
1800 K and 10 GPa, this phase is stable relative to the P 21 /c
monoclinic and the P cba orthorhombic phases. At ambient
pressures, we predict that hafnia transforms from the P 21 /c
phase to the P 42 /nmc phase at Tc  2200 K, consistent with
experiments [18,37]. The phase diagram 1(a), which was
constructed from the calculated F , summarizes these findings.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Free energies F calculated at T = 0 K,
T = 300 K, T = 1800 K, and T = 2200 K for the identified
low-energy phases of hafnia and shown as functions of pressure P .
Data is given by symbols while curves are guides to the eye. Data
corresponding to the P m, Cc, and P 1 phases are not shown as they
are energetically unfavorable by roughly 250 meV/atom compared
with the other phases.

Next, we consider the predicted non-centrosymmetric
hafnia phases, i.e., phases whose point groups do not contain
an inversion operation. We note that of the five cases
identified, the two orthorhombic phases P ca21 and P mn21
are energetically competing with the equilibrium phases, while
the P m, Cc, and P 1 phases are unfavorable by roughly
250 meV/atom compared to the other phases. Figure 1(b)
identifies the temperature and pressure regimes at which
the P ca21 and P mn21 phases are extremely close in free
energy (<kB T /5) to the corresponding equilibrium phases.
Indeed, the P ca21 orthorhombic phase has been observed
in zirconia doped with Mg, Ca, and Y [38–41] and recently
suggested [28,42] to be a low-energy polar phase of both hafnia
and zirconia. The other four phases, i.e., P mn21 , P m, Cc, and
P 1, are identified in this work.
According to Shuvalov [13], the point symmetry mm2
displayed by P ca21 and P mn21 phases, the point symmetry m displayed by P m and Cc phases, and the point
symmetry 1 displayed by P 1 phase, are three ferroelectric
subgroups of the 4/mmm tetragonal point group. In fact, the
symmetry requirements placed on ferroelectric phases that
can result from a parent nonpolar phase through distortions
are quite definitive. For instance, starting from a tetragonal
prototype phase with point symmetry 4/mmm, ferroelectric
orthorhombic phases of only two types with point symmetry
mm2 (each of them accompanied by a definite polar axis)
are possible. These principles suggest that the P 42 /nmc
tetragonal phase of hafnia is the parent nonpolar phase for
all identified polar phases. Indeed, we found that all five noncentrosymmetric structures considered herein can be obtained
by distorting the P 42 /nmc tetragonal structure appropriately.
Two most interesting cases, the P ca21 and P mn21 orthorhombic structures, can be obtained by distorting the P 42 /nmc
tetragonal structure along its [110] and [100] directions,
respectively.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Symmetry-reduction flowchart of lowenergy phases of hafnia, starting from the m3m cubic point symmetry.
These phases, labeled by space group symbols, are categorized into
two branches, the nonpolar branch ending at the 2/m point symmetry
on the left and the polar branch leading to the 1 point symmetry
on the right. Dark yellow and red spheres represent hafnium and
oxygen atoms, respectively, while green spheres locate the center of
symmetry of those which are centrosymmetric.

In order to better appreciate our findings within the context
of Shuvalov’s symmetry-reduction principles, we show in
Fig. 3 all the predicted low-energy phases of hafnia identified
by our structure-search scheme, classified in terms of their
symmetry. The right branch of Fig. 3 shows the five identified
polar phases (grouped in terms of their point symmetries)

emerging from the prototype P 42 /nmc tetragonal phase.
For completeness, we also display the nonpolar phases on
the left branch of Fig. 3. The highest symmetry phase at
the top of the figure is the F m3m cubic phase. Successive
symmetry reduction leads to the P 42 /nmc tetragonal phase,
the high-pressure P cba and P nma orthorhombic phases, and,
finally, the ground-state P 21 /c monoclinic phase and the
recently predicted P 21 /m monoclinic phase [33].
We now consider just the polar P ca21 and P mn21 orthorhombic phases, and investigate the magnitude and switchability of the polarization. Taking the P 42 /nmc tetragonal
phase as the reference, the spontaneous polarization was
computed (through the evaluation of the Berry phase at
T = 0 K [43,44]) to be PP ca21 = 52 μC/cm2 and PP mn21 =
56 μC/cm2 pointing along the [001] and [100] directions, respectively (the [001] direction of the P ca21 phase corresponds
to the [110] direction of the prototype P 42 /nmc phase). Our
calculated spontaneous polarization is in good agreement with
experimentally measured values of remanent and saturation
polarization (which fall within 20–50 μC/cm2 [1–7]), as
well as with recent computations for the P ca21 phase of
hafnia [28,42].
The spontaneous polarization of the P ca21 and P mn21
phases are switchable with small energy barriers for 180◦
switching. For each of these phases, there are two topologically
equivalent variants with opposite polarization, referred to as
“up” and “down” states. These variants can be obtained by deforming the prototype P 42 /nmc structure along two opposite
directions (see Fig. 4 for an illustration). We parametrized the
continuous deformation from the up to the down states by λ, a
parameter scaled to range from −1 to 1. The minimum (DFT)
energy pathways describing the deformation leading to the
P ca21 and P mn21 phases, calculated using the generalized
solid-state nudged elastic band method [45], are shown in
Fig. 4. As expected, these pathways go through the P 42 /nmc
tetragonal phase at their centers (λ = 0) before reaching the
opposite polarization state. The curvatures of the calculated
pathways at λ = 0 are very small, indicating that although the
tetragonal phase is dynamically stable, it corresponds to a very
shallow minimum of the energy landscape (the corresponding
phonon soft modes can be observed in the Supplemental
Material [27]). Experimentally, the transition from P 42 /nmc

FIG. 4. (Color online) Minimum (DFT) energy pathways from the “up” state (λ = −1) to the “down” state (λ = 1) of two polar phases,
P ca21 on the left panel and P mn21 on the right panel. Illustrations for the structural arrangements along the pathways are given, using dark
yellow and red spheres for hafnium and oxygen atoms, respectively. Long blue arrows indicate the deformation directions along the pathways,
while short red arrows represent the polarizations of the proposed polar phases. The polarization of the reference phase (P 42 /nmc) is zero.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Possible pathways which might describe
the formation process of hafnia polar phases. First, the P 42 /nmc
tetragonal phase is stabilized at suitable temperature and/or pressure.
Next, this phase may be driven into a polar phase in the subsequent
polarizing step. Finally, the polar phase may be quenched to lower
temperatures and pressures.

to P ca21 , hypothesized to be a polar phase of hafnia, was
conjectured in Ref. [6].
Moreover, the transitions from the P 42 /nmc phase to the
P ca21 and P mn21 phases are also allowed by thermodynamic
considerations. In particular, the energy barriers separating the
up and the down states of the P ca21 and P mn21 phases at
P = 0 GPa are estimated to be 40 meV/atom and
8 meV/atom, respectively. Between the P 42 /nmc phase
and these two ferroelectric phases, the energy barriers are
smaller, i.e., 6 meV/atom for the P ca21 phase and less than
1 meV/atom for the P mn21 phase. For zirconia, the structural
phase transition from P 42 /nmc to P ca21 under hydrostatic
pressures has experimentally been observed [40].
The present findings provide a rationale for the observed
ferroelectricity in hafnia under suitable conditions. Figure 4
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suggests that while en route to the polar phases (P ca21 and
P mn21 ) of hafnia, the P 42 /nmc tetragonal phase has to be
stabilized. We note in particular that the P 42 /nmc phase may
be stabilized by some suitable combination of stress and/or
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In summary, we have systematically identified possible
ferroelectric phases of hafnia from first principles by combining a low-energy structure prediction method and symmetry reduction principles established for ferroelectric phase
transitions. Two of the identified orthorhombic polar phases,
which belong to the P ca21 and P mn21 space groups, are
found to be extremely close in free energy to the equilibrium
nonpolar phases over a wide temperature and pressure window.
Both polar phases can be obtained by distorting the wellknown prototype nonpolar P 42 /nmc tetragonal structure of
hafnia. The calculated spontaneous polarization is substantial
and switchable (with low-energy barriers), implying that the
P ca21 and P mn21 phases may provide an explanation for
the recent observation of the ferroelectricity in doped hafnia
films. The scheme presented here can, in principle, be used
to systematically identify pathways towards ferroelectricity in
other compounds as well.
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